Year Group

Autumn Term

Spring Term

Summer Term

Year 7
French & German

Tout sur moi
Introducing yourself and others; nationalities; describing
appearance; favourite objects.
Meine Welt und Ich
(Introducing yourself, describing your character, German
alphabet)

Mon monde perso
Describing personality; family; opinions of school subjects; talking
about friends.
Familie und Tiere
(Talking about pets, describing people in your family, developing
speaking skills)

Autour de moi
Talking about school and where you live; leisure activities
and personal possessions; animals and colour revision.
Freizeit
(Sports and activities, using mobiles and technology,
writing about free time)

Tout sur moi
Introducing yourself and others; nationalities; describing
appearance; favourite objects.
Mon monde perso
Describing personality; family; opinions of school subjects;
talking about friends.

Autour de moi
Talking about school and where you live; leisure activities and
personal possessions; animals and colour revision.
À table
Talking about food; using the partitive article; opinions of food
and drink; understanding recipes and quantities; food and art.

Mon quartier
Describing places in the town; saying what activities you
can do there; asking and giving directions; using the
imperative; prepositions of place.

À table
Talking about food; using the partitive article; opinions of
food and drink; understanding recipes and quantities;
food and art.
Schule ist klasse
(School subjects, dates and times, school rules and
facilities, speaking skills – pronunciation)

Mon quartier
Describing places in the town; saying what activities you can do
there; asking and giving directions; using the imperative;
prepositions of place.
Gute Reise!
(Travelling, buying souvenirs, talking about holiday plans, using
the future tense with ‘werden’, refining listening and speaking
skills)

Destination Vacances
Talking about usual holiday plans; items you’d take on
holiday; dream holidays; past holidays and experiences;
perfect tense.
Ich liebe Ferien!
Using the imperfect tense, past holiday activities, using
the past tense to describe weather and travel
arrangements. Perfect tense using ‘haben’ and ‘sein’.

Destination Vacances
Talking about usual holiday plans; items you’d take on
holiday; dream holidays; past holidays and experiences;
perfect tense.
Bouger, c’est important
Sports and leisure activities; parts of the body and sports
injuries; famous sports personalities; international sports
events.

Aux quatre coins du monde
Talking about where you live in more detail; daily routine; perfect
tense with ‘être’; helping others; near future tense; francophone
countries.
ALLEZ 2 – C’est quoi, la France?
Comparing France and Britain; describing a French‐speaking
country; French cartoon characters; cultural awareness.

Le monde des medias
Television programmes; music genres; detailed opinions
about music; reviewing a French film; reading
preferences.
Accro à la technologie
Describing old and new technologies; using technology
and leisure activities; potential dangers of social
networking sites; pros and cons of new technologies;
favourite gadgets.

ALLEZ 2 – C’est quoi, la France?
Comparing France and Britain; describing a French‐
speaking country; French cartoon characters; cultural
awareness.
Bist du ein Medienfan?
Film preferences, types of TV programmes, further
practice of the past tense, using the dative case, modal
verbs ‘sollen’, ‘wollen’ and ‘dürfen’.

Être ado c’est quoi?
Discussing relationships; family and friends; pocket money;
pressures facing young people; describing the life of homeless
children; what life used to be like for young people.
Bleib gesund
Staying healthy, talking about mealtimes, using the imperative,
healthy lifestyles, discussing traditional German foods, using
language creatively.

Autour du monde
Comparing means of transport; buying tickets and making
travel plans; sequence of tenses; perfect and imperfect
tenses; describing a past holiday; talking about transport
in books and films.
Wir gehen aus
Discussing clothing and styles, planning dates and nights
out, using the past tense to describe recent outings,
language of debating, using the future tense, subordinate
clauses using ‘wenn’.

Être ado c’est quoi?
Discussing relationships; family and friends; pocket
money; pressures facing young people; describing the life
of homeless children; what life used to be like for young
people.
En pleine forme!
Healthy eating; importance of healthy lifestyles;
resolutions to lead a healthy lifestyle; future tenses; what
life will be like in the future.

Rendez‐vous!
Organising a party; suggesting activities and making excuses;
communicating with people in formal situations; traditions,
customs and festivals.
Autour du monde
Comparing means of transport; buying tickets and making travel
plans; sequence of tenses; perfect and imperfect tenses;
describing a past holiday; talking about transport in books and
films.

Chez moi, ça veut dire quoi?
Describing your home; your ideal home using the
conditional tense; debating a point of view; describing
places in greater detail; ‘si’ clauses with imperfect tense +
conditional.
Un metier, un rêve!
Jobs and the qualities needed to do it; ideal jobs and
ambitions; part‐time jobs; talking about successes and
failures;

(X‐Band)

Year 7
French
(Y‐Band)

Year 8
French & German
(X‐Band)

Year 8
French
(Y‐Band)

Year 9
French & German
(X‐Band)

Year 9
French
(Y‐Band)

